Abstract. Let K be a field and R = ⊕ p∈N R p an N-graded K-algebra, which has an SM K-basis (i.e. a skew multiplicative K-basis) such that R holds a Gröbner basis theory. It is proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of Gröbner bases in R and the set of dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases in the polynomial algebra R[t]; and that the similar result holds true if R and R[t] are replaced respectively by the free algebra K X 1 , ..., X n and the free algebra K X 1 , ..., X n , T . Moreover, it is shown that dh-closed graded ideals in R[t] and K X 1 , ..., X n , T can be realized by dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases. The latter result indeed tells us that algebras defined by dh-homogeneous Gröbner bases can be studied as Rees algebras effectively via more simpler algebras as demonstrated in ([7], [8] ).
In ( [9] , CH.III), to algorithmically characterize those projective algebraic sets in P n K that correspond bijectively to affine algebraic sets in A n K , the homogenization-dehomogenization technique is used to prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all (φ * ) * -closed graded ideals in K[Ü, t] and the set of all ideals in K [Ü] , and that a graded ideal I in K[Ü, t] is (φ * ) * -closed if and only if I ∩ tK[Ü, t] = tI. Thus, by computing a homogeneous Gröbner basis of I ∩ tK[Ü, t] and a homogeneous Gröbner basis of tI respectively, one may know whether I is (φ * ) * -closed. In [7] and [8] , the homogenization-dehomogenization of Gröbner bases in algebras with a skew multiplicative K-basis was discussed and used to study related algebras.
Let N denote the additive monoid of nonnegative integers, and let R = ⊕ p∈N R p be an N-graded algebra over a field K. Suppose that R has a skew multiplicative K-basis (see the definition in Section 1) consisting of homogeneous elements such that R has a Gröbner basis theory (e.g., R is a commutative polynomial algebra [1] , a noncommutative free algebra [11] , a path algebra [3] , the coordinate algebra of a quantum affine n-space [5] , an exterior algebra [4] , etc). In this paper, by means of the homogenization-dehomogenization method as used in ( [10] , [6] , [7] , [8] ), we prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all Gröbner bases in R and the set of all dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases in the polynomial algebra R[t]; and that a similar result holds true if R and R[t] are replaced by the free algebra K X = K X 1 , ..., X n and the free algebra K X, T = K X 1 , ..., X n , T respectively. Here the dh-closed property (see the detailed definition in Section 2 and Section 3 respectively) is a generalization of the (φ * ) * -closed property introduced in [9] . Moreover, we show that dhclosed graded ideals in R[t] and dh-closed graded ideals in K X, T can be realized by dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases. The latter result indeed tells us that algebras defined by dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases can be studied as Rees algebras effectively via more simpler algebras as demonstrated in ( [7] , [8] ).
Algebras considered in this paper are associative algebras with multiplicative identity 1. Unless otherwise stated, ideals considered are meant two-sided ideals. If S is a nonempty subset of an algebra, then we use S to denote the two-sided ideal generated by S. Moreover, if K is a field, then we write K * = K − {0}.
Gröbner Bases w.r.t. SM K-bases
Let K be a field. In this section we sketch the Gröbner basis theory for K-algebras with an SM K-basis (i.e. a skew multiplicative K-basis) introduced in [7] .
Let R be a K-algebra (not necessarily commutative), and let B be a K-basis of R. Adopting the commonly used notation and terminology in computational algebra, we use lowercase letters w, u, v, s, ... to denote elements in B and call an element w ∈ B a monomial. If ≺ is a well-ordering on B, f ∈ R and
then the leading monomial, leading coefficient and leading term of f are respectively denoted by
Furthermore, if ≺ satisfies the following conditions:
then B is called a skew multiplicative K-basis (abbreviated SM K-basis). Commutative polynomial K-algebra, noncommutative free K-algebra, path algebra over K, the coordinate algebra of a quantum affine n-space over K, and exterior K-algebra are typical K-algebras with an SM K-basis. If a K-algebra R has an SM K-basis and a monomial ordering ≺ on B, then the pair (B, ≺) is called an admissible system of R; in this case the division of monomials in R is defined as follows: u, v ∈ B, u|v ⇐⇒ there is some λ ∈ K * and w, s ∈ B such that v = λwus; and furthermore, the division of monomials induces a ≺-compatible division algorithm for elements in R, and consequently, a Gröbner basis theory for R may be carried out, that is, if I is a nonzero ideal of R, then I has a (finite or infinite) Gröbner basis G in the sense that if f ∈ I, f = 0, then there is some g ∈ G such that LM(g)|LM(f ) (see Proposition 1.2 below).
Theorem
Suppose that the K-algebra R has an admissible system (B, ≺) with K an SM K-basis, and let I be an ideal of R. For a subset G ⊂ I, the following statements are equivalent: (i) G is a Gröbner basis of I; (ii) For f ∈ I, if f = 0, then f has a Gröbner presentation, i.e.
satisfying LM(w ij g j v ij ) LM(f ), and there is some j * such that LM(
, where LM(I) is the ideal of R generated by the set LM(I) = {LM(f ) | f ∈ I}, and LM(G) is the ideal of R generated by the set
Suppose that the K-algebra R has an admissible system (B, ≺) with K an SM K-basis, and let I be an ideal of R. If G is a Gröbner basis of I and any proper subset of G cannot be a Gröbner basis, then G is called a minimal Gröbner basis of I. It follows easily from Theorem 1.1(ii) that G is a minimal Gröbner basis of I if and only if LM(g 1 ) | LM(g 2 ) for g 1 , g 2 ∈ G with g 1 = g 2 .
Proposition
Suppose that the K-algebra R has an SM K-basis and an admissible system (B, ≺). Then every ideal I of R has a minimal Gröbner basis:
By the definition, it is not difficult to see that if G is any Gröbner basis of the ideal I, then the division algorithm enables us to produce from G a minimal Gröbner basis.
dh-Closed Homogeneous Gröbner Bases and dh-Closed Graded Ideals in R[t]
Let R = ⊕ p∈N R p be an N-graded algebra over a field K, Throughout this section we fix the following assumption:
• R has an SM K-basis B consisting of N-homogeneous elements, i.e. if w ∈ B then w ∈ R p for some p ∈ N.
By Section 1, if R has an admissible system (B, ≺) then every ideal of R has a Gröbner basis. A Gröbner basis consisting of homogeneous elements is called a homogeneous Gröbner basis. Let R[t] be the polynomial ring in commuting variable t over R (i.e. rt = tr for all r ∈ R). The present section aims to show, with respect to suitable monomial ordering, that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of Gröbner bases in R and the set of dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases in R[t], and that dh-closed graded ideals in R[t] can be realized by dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases.
As in ( [10] , [6] , [7] ) let us consider the mixed N-gradation of
Then, under the familiar ring epimorphism φ :
such that φ(f * ) = f . The homogeneous element f * is called the central homogenization of f with respect to t. On the other hand, for F ∈ R[t], we write F * = φ(F ) and call F * the central dehomogenization of F with respect to t. Thus, If I is an ideal of R, then we write I * = {f * | f ∈ I} and call the graded ideal I * generated by I * the central homogenization ideal of I in R[t] with respect to t; and if J is an ideal of R[t], then since φ is a ring epimorphism, φ(J) is an ideal of R, so we write J * for φ(J) = {H * |H ∈ J} and call it the central dehomogenization ideal of J in R with respect to t. Consequently, henceforth we will also use the notation (
Remark The reason that we use the terminologies "central homogenization" and "central dehomogenization" is for emphasizing the commuting variable t. In such a way we distinguish them from the "non-central homogenization" and "non-central dehomogenization" determined by a non-commuting variable T in the next section.
The verification of properties listed in the following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma
With notion as above, the following properties hold.
(iv) If I is an ideal of R and F ∈ I * is a homogeneous element, then there exists f ∈ I and r ∈ N such that F = t r f * . (v) If J is a graded ideal of R[t], then for each h ∈ J * there is some homogeneous element F ∈ J such that F * = h.
Let deg( ) denote the degree function on the set of homogeneous elements of R or R[t]. If ≺ is a well-ordering on B, then since elements in B are homogeneous elements in R, ≺ induces a well-ordering ≺ gr on B with respect to the degree of homogeneous element, that is, for u, v ∈ B,
If furthermore ≺ gr is a monomial ordering on B (i.e., ≺ gr satisfies (Mo1) -(Mo3) in Section 1), then it is called a graded monomial ordering on B. For instance, if R is a commutative polynomial algebra or a noncommutative free algebra, then a typical graded monomial ordering is the graded lexicographic ordering.
Note that R[t] has the SM K-basis B * = {t r w | w ∈ B, r ∈ N}. Given a graded monomial ordering ≺ gr on B, it follows from ( [10] , [6] , [7] ) that ≺ gr can be extended to a monomial ordering ≺ t-gr (but not a graded monomial ordering) subject to the rule: for t r 1 w 1 , t r 2 w 2 ∈ B * , t r 1 w 1 ≺ t-gr t r 2 w 2 ⇐⇒ w 1 ≺ gr w 2 , or w 1 = w 2 and r 1 < r 2 . For f ∈ R, by the definition of f * and the definition of a graded monomial ordering, it is easy to see that with respect to ≺ gr and ≺ t-gr ,
In later discussion we will freely use this property without extra indication.
consisting of dh-closed homogeneous elements is called a dh-closed homogeneous set; if a dhclosed homogeneous set G in R[t] forms a Gröbner basis with respect to ≺ t-gr , then it is called a dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner basis; a graded ideal J of R[t] is called a dh-closed graded ideal if (J * ) * ) = J. Clearly, these notions generalize the notion of a (φ * ) * -closed graded ideal introduced in [9] .
It is easy to see that under central homogenization and central dehomogenization there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all ideals in R and the set of all dh-closed graded ideals in R[t]. Our goal is to prove a one-to-one correspondence between Gröbner bases in R and dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases in R[t], and moreover to give a characterization of dh-closed graded ideals by means of dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases in R[t]. The first result mentioned below is a generalization of the equivalence (i) ⇔ (ii) given in ( [10] , Theorem 2.3.2), and since the proof is similar to that given in loc. cit., we omit it here.
Theorem
With notation as above, let I be an ideal of R, and I * the central homogenization ideal of I in R[t] with respect to t. Then, under the admissible system (B, ≺ gr ) a subset G ⊂ I is a Gröbner basis of I if and only if G * is a homogeneous Gröbner basis of I * with respect to the admissible system (B * , ≺ t-gr ).
To go further, it is necessary to characterize dh-closed elements in R[t].
Lemma
With notation as before, for a homogeneous element F ∈ R[t], with respect to (B, ≺ gr ) and (B * , ≺ t-gr ) the following statements are equivalent: (i) F is dh-closed, i.e., (F * ) * = F ; (ii) LM(F * ) = LM(F ); (iii) F cannot be written as F = t r H with H a homogeneous element of R[t] and r ≥ 1; (iv) t | LM(F ).
Proof By the definitions of ≺ t-gr and (F * ) * , the verification of (i)
Theorem
With notation as before, let J = G be a graded ideal of R[t] generated by a dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner basis G with respect to (B * , ≺ t-gr ). Then G * is a Gröbner basis for the ideal J * in R with respect to (B, ≺ gr ).
Proof We prove that if f ∈ J * and f = 0, then, with respect to ≺ gr , there exists some g ∈ G such that LM(g * )|LM(f ), and hence G * forms a Gröbner basis for J * .
For the given f ∈ J * with f = 0, by Lemma 2.1(v), there is some homogenous element H ∈ J such that H * = f , and consequently by Lemma 2.1(iii) we have
On the other hand, there exists some
where λ ∈ K * , w, u ∈ B, r 1 , r 2 ≥ 0.
Since G is dh-closed, it follows from Lemma 2.3(ii) and the above (1) and (2) that
Hence LM(f ) = λwLM(g * )u, or equivalently, LM(g * )|LM(f ), as desired.
Corollary
Under (B, ≺ gr ) and (B * , ≺ t-gr ), there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all Gröbner bases in R and the set of all dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases in
Proof By the definitions of homogenization and dehomogenization, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.4, it can be verified directly that the given rule of correspondence defines a one-to-one map. Proof (i) ⇒ (ii) By Theorem 2.4, G * is a Gröbner basis for J * in R with respect to (B, ≺ gr ). Since G is dh-closed, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that G = (G * ) * is a Gröbner basis for (J * ) * . This shows that
(ii) ⇒ (iii) Note that R[t]/J is an N-graded K-algebra. It is sufficient to prove that t does not annihilate any nonzero homogeneous element of R[t]/J. Thus, assuming F ∈ R[t] p and tF ∈ J, then since J is dh-closed, we have
It follows from Lemma 2.1(iii) that there exists some r ∈ N such that F = t r (F * ) * ∈ J, as desired.
Note that G is a homogeneous Gröbner basis by the assumption. For each g ∈ G , by Lemma 2.1(iii) there is some r ∈ N such that t r (g * ) * = g. It follows that undewith respect to ≺ t-gr we have
Thus, there is some g ′ ∈ G such that g ′ = g and LM(g ′ )|LM((g * ) * ). Hence LM(g ′ )|LM(g), contradicting the assumption that G is a minimal Gröbner basis. Therefore, we must have r = 0, i.e., (g * ) * = g. This shows that G is dh-closed.
With notation as before, let J be a graded ideal of R[t]. If, with respect to (B, ≺ gr ) and (B * , ≺ t-gr ), J has a dh-closed minimal homogeneous Gröbner basis, then every minimal homogeneous Gröbner basis of J is dh-closed.
Proof This follows from the fact that each of the properties (ii) -(iv) in Theorem 2.6 does not depend on the choice of the generating set for J.
By the foregoing argument, to know wether a given graded ideal J of R[t] is dh-closed, it is sufficient to compute a minimal homogeneous Gröbner basis G for J (if Gröbner basis is computable in R), and then use the definition of a dh-closed homogeneous set or Lemma 2.3 to check whether G is dh-closed. This procedure may be realized in, for instance, commutative polynomial K-algebras, noncommutative free K-algebras, path algebras over K, the coordinate algebra of a quantum affine n-space over K, and exterior K-algebras, because Gröbner bases are computable in these algebras and their polynomial extensions.
3.
dh-Closed Homogeneous Gröbner Bases and dh-Closed Graded Ideals in K X 1 , ..., X n , T Let R = K X 1 , ..., X n be the noncommutative free algebra of n generators over a field K, and B the standard K-basis of R consisting of monomials (words in alphsbet X = {X 1 , ..., X n }, including empty word). Fixing a weight N-gradation for R, that is, by assigning to each X i a positive degree n i > 0, i = 1, ..., n, R is equipped with the N-graded algebra structure R = ⊕ p∈N R p with R p the K-space spanned by all monomials of degree p. Furthermore, let R T = K X 1 , ..., X n , T be the noncommutative free algebra of n + 1 generators over K, and B the standard K-basis of R T . If each X i is assigned to the degree n i > 0 as in R, i = 1, ..., n, and T is assigned to the degree 1, then R T has the corresponding N-graded algebra structure R T = ⊕ p∈N R T p . With the weight N-gradation fixed for both R and R T , in this section we show that the results similar to Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2.5, Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.7 hold true for R and R T .
For a general algorithmic Gröbner basis theory of noncommutative free algebras we refer to [11] , and we maintain the notions and notations fixed in Section 1.
To be convenient we use lowercase letters w, u, v, ... to denote monomials in B as before, but use capitals W, U, V, ... to denote monomials in B.
Consider the ring epimorphism
Then each f ∈ R is the image of some homogeneous element in R T . More precisely, if
The homogeneous element f is called the non-central homogenization of f with respect to T . On the other hand, for F ∈ R T , we write F ∼ = ψ(F ) and call F ∼ the non-central dehomogenization of F with respect to T . Furthermore, if I = S is the ideal of R generated by a subset S, then we write
and call the graded ideal I generated by I the non-central homogenization ideal of I in R T with respect to T ; while if J is an ideal of R T , then since ψ is a surjective ring homomorphism, ψ(J) is an ideal of R, so we write J ∼ for ψ(J) = {H ∼ |H ∈ J} and call it the non-central dehomogenization ideal of J in R with respect to T . Consequently, henceforth we will also use the notation
It is not difficult to see that any graded monomial ordering ≺ gr on B can be extended to a graded monomial ordering ≺ T -gr on B such that
With notions and notations introduced above, we note two easy but useful facts: (1) For each nonzero f ∈ R, with respect to (B, ≺ gr ) and ( B, ≺ T -gr ) we have
(2) With resspect to ( B, ≺ T -gr ), the subset {X i T −T X i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} of R T forms a homogeneous Gröbner basis with LM(X i T − T X i ) = X i T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In later discussion we will freely use these facts without extra indication.
Lemma
With notation as before, the following properties hold.
there exists an L ∈ C and a unique homogeneous element of the form H = i λ i T r i w i , where
(iv) Let C be as in (iii) above. If I is an ideal of R, F ∈ I is a homogeneous element, then there exist some L ∈ C, f ∈ I and r ∈ N such that
Proof (i) and (ii) follow from the definitions of non-central homogenization and non-central dehomogenization directly. (iii) Since the subset {X i T − T X i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is a Gröbner basis in R T with respect to ( B, ≺ T -gr ), such that LM(X i T − T X i ) = X i T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if F ∈ R T p , then the division of F by this subset yields F = L+H, where L ∈ C, and H = i λ i T r i w i is the unique remainder with λ i ∈ K * , w i ∈ B, in which each monomial T r w i is of degree p since ≺ T -gr is a graded monomial ordering. By the definitions of non-central homogenization and non-central dehomogenization, it is not difficult to see that H has the desired property. (iv) Since {X i T − T X i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊂ I by the definition of I, it follows from (iii) that F = L + H and H ∈ I . Note that H ∼ = ψ(H), and by (ii) we know that if f ∈ I then ( f ) ∼ = f . Hence, if we rewrite
(v) Using basic properties of homogeneous element and graded ideal in a graded ring, this follows from the foregoing (iii) and (iv).
We proceed now to find those homogeneous Gröbner bases in R T that correspond bijectively to Gröbner bases in R. The first result given below strengthens ( [7] Proposition 8.2).
Theorem
With the notions and notations as fixed above, let I be an ideal of R, and I the non-central homogenization ideal of I in R T with respect to T . Then a subset G in I is a Gröbner basis of I with respect to the admissible system (B, ≺ gr ) of R if and only if
is a homogeneous Gröbner basis for the ideal I with respect to the admissible system ( B, ≺ T -gr ) of R T .
Proof By ( [7] , Proposition 8.2), if G is a Gröbner basis for I with respect to (B, ≺ gr ), then G is a homogeneous Gröbner basis for I with respect to ( B, ≺ T -gr ). Conversely, suppose that G is a Gröbner basis of the graded ideal I in R T . If f ∈ I, then since f ∈ I, there is some H ∈ G such that LM(H)|LM( f ). Note that LM( f ) = LM(f ) and thus T | LM( f ). Hence H = g for some g ∈ G, and there are w, v ∈ B such that
This shows that G is a Gröbner basis for I in R.
Let C be the graded ideal of R T generated by
Gröbner basis of C, we let N (C) denote the set of normal monomials in B (mod C), i.e.,
and let K-SpanN (C) denote the K-subspace of R T spanned by N (C). In view of Lemma 3.1, if a homogeneous element F ∈ R T satisfies
then we call F a dh-closed homogeneous element. Thus a subset of R T consisting of dh-closed homogeneous elements is called a dh-closed homogeneous set. The verification of the next lemma is straightforward.
Lemma
With notation as before, for a nonzero homogeneous element F ∈ R T , the following two properties are equivalent with respect to (B, ≺ gr ) and ( B, ≺ T -gr ):
3.4. Theorem With notation as before, let Q be a nonempty dh-closed homogeneous set in R T , G = Q ∪ {X i T − T X i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and J = G the graded ideal of R T generated by G . If G forms a Gröbner basis for J with respect to ( B, ≺ T -gr ), then G ∼ = Q ∼ is a Gröbner basis for J ∼ in R with respect to (B, ≺ gr ).
Proof We prove the assertion by showing that if f ∈ J ∼ and f = 0, then there exists some g ∈ Q such that LM(g ∼ )|LM(f ) with respect to (B, ≺ gr ). For the given f ∈ J ∼ , if f = 0, then by Lemma 3.1(v) there is a homogeneous element H = j λ j T r j w j ∈ J and an r ∈ N such that
Hence, on one hand,
and on the other hand, if G is a Gröbner basis of J, then since H = j λ j T r j w j with w j ∈ B and each LM(X i T − T X i ) = X i T does not divide any monomial of the form T r j w j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is some g ∈ Q such that LM(g)|LM(H) in R T , that is,
Note that Q is dh-closed. By the above (1), (2), (3), the definition of ≺ T -gr and Lemma 3.3 we obtain
Recall that we have defined
is an ideal of R generated by the subset S. If Q is a nonempty dh-closed homogeneous set in R T such that G = Q ∪ {X i T − T X i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} forms a Gröbner basis for the graded ideal J = G with respect to ( B, ≺ T -gr ), then we call G a dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner basis.
Corollary
With respect to (B, ≺ gr ) and ( B, ≺ T -gr ), there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all Gröbner bases in R and the set of all dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases in R T :
Proof By the definitions of non-central homogenization and non-central dehomogenization with respect to T , Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4, it is straightforward to verify that the given rule of correspondence defines a one-to-one map.
We say that a graded ideal J of R T is a dh-closed graded ideal if (J ∼ ) ∼ ) = J. It is easy to see that under non-central homogenization and non-central dehomogenization there is a one-toone correspondence between the set of all ideals in R and the set of all dh-closed graded ideals in R T . Below we characterization dh-closed graded ideals in terms of dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner bases.
3.6. Theorem With notation as before, let K-SpanN (C) be as defined before Lemma 3.3, Q a subset consisting of nonzero homogeneous elements from K-SpanN (C), and G = Q ∪ {X i T − T X i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. If G forms a minimal Gröbner basis for the graded ideal J = G with respect to ( B, ≺ T -gr ), then, with respect to(B, ≺ gr ) and ( B, ≺ T -gr ), the following statements are equivalent: (i) G is a dh-closed homogeneous Gröbner basis, i.e., Q is a dh-closed homogeneous set; (ii) J is a dh-closed graded ideal of R T , i.e., (J ∼ ) ∼ = J; (iii) R T /J is a T -torsionfree (left) R T -module, i.e., if f = f + J ∈ R T /J and f = 0, then T f = 0, or equivalently, T f ∈ J; (iv) T R[t] ∩ J = T J.
Proof (i) ⇒ (ii) If G is dh-closed, then by Theorem 3.4, G ∼ is a Gröbner basis for the ideal J ∼ with respect to (B, ≺ gr ). Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that G is a Gröbner basis for (J ∼ ) ∼ with respect to ( B, ≺ T -gr ). Hence, J = G = (J ∼ ) ∼ , i.e., J is dh-closed in R T .
(ii) ⇒ (iii) Noticing that R T /J is an N-graded K-algebra, it is sufficient to show that T does not annihilate any nonzero homogeneous element of R T /J. Suppose F ∈ R T p and T F ∈ J. Then since J is dh-closed, we have
Moreover, by Lemma 3.1(iii) there exist L ∈ J and r ∈ N such that
Hence (1) + (2) yields F ∈ J, as desired.
(iii) ⇔ (iv) Obvious. (iii) ⇒ (i) Let g ∈ Q − {X i T − T X i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, then g = i λ i T r i w i ∈ K-SpanN (C) such that g = T r (g ∼ ) ∼ for some r ∈ N. If r ≥ 1, then since R T /J is T -torsionfree we must have (g ∼ ) ∼ ∈ J, and LM(g) | LM((g ∼ ) ∼ ). Hence, there exists some g ′ ∈ G − {g} such that LM(g ′ )|LM((g ∼ ) ∼ ) and consequently LM(g ′ )|LM(g), contradicting the minimality of G . Therefore, r = 0, i.e., g = (g ∼ ) ∼ . This shows that Q is dh-closed.
With notation as before, let J be a graded ideal of R T . If, with respect to (B, ≺ gr ) and ( B, ≺ T -gr ), J has a dh-closed minimal homogeneous Gröbner basis, then every minimal homogeneous Gröbner basis of J is dh-closed.
Proof This follows from the fact that each of the properties (ii) -(iv) in Theorem 3.6 does not depend on the choice of the generating set for J.
Note that Gröbner bases are computable in R T (see [11] ). By the foregoing argument, to know wether a given graded ideal J of R T is dh-closed, it is sufficient to check if J contains a minimal homogeneous Gröbner basis of the form G = Q ∪ {X i T − T X i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} in which Q ⊂ K-SpanN (C) is a dh-closed homogeneous set.
